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High-resolution measurements have been made on the infrared emission spectrum of H12C14N, H12C15N, and H13C14N at
temperatures on the order of 1370 K. The measurements cover the region 400–850 cm21 with a resolution of 0.006 cm21. New
room-temperature absorption measurements are also reported for H13C14N in the regions, 1200–1500 cm21 and 2500–3700 cm21.
These measurements are combined with earlier measurements to obtain improved values for the rovibrational constants for th
three isotopomers. The high temperatures allowed us to measure the bending vibrational levels up to the 0 1111 0 state, at more than
7900 cm21 above the ground vibrational level, for H12C15N and H13C14N, and the 0 1010 0 state for H12C14N. The Coriolis interaction
responsible for the laser transitions of H12C14N and H12C15N has also been observed, for the first time, for H13C14N. New re values
are given using theBe values found in this paper and in a recent paper on deuterated isotopomers.© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words:HCN; bond distances; emission spectra; bending vibrations; isotope shifts; molecular spectra; rovibrationa
constants; infrared spectra; Coriolis perturbations.
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In a recent paper (1) we reported the analysis of the hig
temperature emission spectrum of D13C15N in which we observe
levels up tov2 5 12, l 5 12, which is nearly 6900 cm21 above the
ground state. The present paper is a continuation of that wor
have now measured and analyzed the high-temperature em
spectrum in then2 region for H12C14N, H12C15N, and H13C14N.
These new measurements give term values for the bending
up tov2 5 10 andl 5 10 in all three cases and up tov2 5 11, l 5
11 for H12C15N and H13C14N. The smallestl-values were no
bserved beyondv2 5 9 because of the less favorable inten

factors and the more crowded spectral region where those
tions occur. In addition to observing highv2 levels, the prese
measurements also extend to high rotational levels, thus g
better estimates of the higher order centrifugal distortion
stants,Hv. Even though there is a high correlation with ot
constants, we have observed thel-dependence of thel-type reso
nance constant, represented byql.

In an earlier paper (2) we presented an analysis of
vibrational energy levels of H12C14N and H12C15N that included
some measurements throughv2 5 6. In Tables 1–4 of tha
paper we presented a number of constants that were not
sured, but were based on a modest extrapolation of the v
tional dependence of the rovibrational constants. The pr
measurements vindicate our optimism for the accuracy of
extrapolations and extend our accurate knowledge of the
ing potential for three isotopomers of HCN to levels that
well above the ground state of the HNC isomer.

Supplementary data for this article are available on the journal home
(http://www.academicpress.com/jms) and as part of the Ohio State Univ
Molecular Spectroscopy Archives (http://msa.lib.ohio-state.edu/jmsa_hp
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Most of the details of the high-temperature measurem
were presented in Ref. (1). Table 1 lists the conditions used
the recording of the emission spectra used in this work.
emission spectra had a resolution, 0.006 cm21, that was some
what larger than the Doppler width of 0.0036 cm21 at 1370 K
and 700 cm21. Most of the absorption measurements w
taken from spectra used in our earlier papers (2, 3). Tables 2
3, and 4 give the vibrational transitions that were include
the least-squares fits used for this paper.

The calibration of all the emission measurements mad
of the n2 transitions for H12C14N that had previously bee
reported (2, 3). For the isotopically enriched samples there
sufficient residual H12C14N in the sample to allow such ca
bration. The accuracy of the calibration was checked by c
paring the present values for the vibrational levels with th
values given from absorption measurements in our e
paper (2). Especially useful is the comparison of the pre
value for the 0310 level with that reported earlier from abso
tion measurements that were calibrated with the very prec
known CO absorption lines (4). A similar comparison wa
made for the present emission and absorption measure
for H13C14N. We believe that the accuracy of the energy le
measured in the emission spectra is well represented b
uncertainties given in the present tables. Energy levels a
3500 cm21 and measured only in absorption spectra were
so thoroughly checked and may have additional calibra
errors which lead to uncertainties on the order of60.0008
cm21 at 5000 cm21 and rising to twice that value at 10 0
cm21.
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emission spectrum in theR-branch region where the density of
lines is not nearly so great. Even in such a region of compar-
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TABLE 1
Parameters of the FTS Spectral Emission Measurements
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ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRA

Based on earlier measurements of the bending manifold
H12C14N and H12C15N that extended tov2 5 6, it was quite eas
o assign the strongest transitions to levels that had al
een observed. From the constants given in Tables 7–10 i
2) it was then possible to calculate the transitions for the
igher bending level. After the discovery and analysis of

ransitions for each new vibrational level was completed, a
et of constants was determined and used to predict the lo
f the next higher level. As long as the extrapolation was
ore than one unit in the bending quantum number,v2, the

alculated transition wavenumbers were always within
m21 of the observed transitions and usually within 0.02 cm21.
A similar procedure was followed for H13C14N except tha

we began with much less information about the lower ben
vibrations. Before analyzing the emission spectrum
H13C14N, we measured and analyzed the absorption spec
in the region of the 2n2 band. Those measurements provi
information on bending levels throughv2 5 5. Absorption
spectra also were measured for the 3n2 and n2 1 n3 regions
which gave more data for the bending manifold as well a
the transitions involvingn3 through the 031,31 levels. In the
emission spectra we could identify transitions for all th
levels and then could extend the assignments to higher
using the “boot-strap” iterative technique just described
extending the transitions for H12C14N.

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the emission spectrum was
crowded, especially in the region 700–725 cm21 where ther
were manyQ-branch transitions. Also visible in Fig. 1 are
Q-branch absorption lines of the 011f0–0000 transitions tha
come from the cool portion of the absorption cell near
windows. In fact, most of the emission lines in the region f
712 to 715 cm21 are obscured by the strong self-absorptio
the transitions from the ground state. Figure 2 shows
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atively low line density, there are several lines that are not
resolved from other lines.

To some extent the success of finding transitions wa
pendent on accidents of fate. If a long stretch of transit
should fall under some stronger transitions, then it was
possible to be certain of the assignment of the few transi
that could be resolved and we chose to ignore those as
ments. That is the primary reason that the same levels we
observed for all isotopic species, even though the emi
spectra were measured under comparable conditions of
perature, path length, and pressure.

In our earlier measurements on D13C15N (1) we showed tha
the strongest transitions were of the typev 2 1 1, l 1 1, J 1
13 v 2, l 5 v 2, J. Fortunately for this study, those transitio
were mostly in a region of the spectrum where the densi
lines was comparatively low. Those were the main factors
allowed us to observe such high vibrational levels withv 2 5 l .
Figure 3 shows an overview of a region of the spectrum
H12C15N that contains three series ofQ-branch transitions o
the typev 2 1 1, l 1 1 3 v 2, l 5 v 2. The figure shows th
rapid decline in intensity with increasing values ofv2. It also
illustrates the change inDB for theQ branches asv2 increases

The present measurements were analyzed in the same
our earlier measurements (1, 2). For each isotopomer, all t
present measurements were combined with previous me
ments in a single least-squares fit that gave the value
uncertainties for the rovibrational constants for each v
tional state as corrected for the effects ofl -type resonance an
or any Coriolis resonances that produce directly obse
isplacements of some lines.
The least-squares fit used an energy matrix with the diag
atrix elements

^v1, v2, v3, l , JuH /hcuv1, v2, v3, l , J&

5 T~v, l , J! 5 G0~v, l ! 1 F~v, l , J!,
[1]

here the unperturbed rotational term value is given by

F~v, l , J! 5 Bv @ J~ J 1 1! 2 l 2# 2 Dv @ J~ J 1 1! 2 l 2# 2

1 Hv @ J~ J 1 1! 2 l 2# 3,
[2]

and the unperturbed vibrational term value is given byG0(v,
l ). The effects ofl -type resonance were taken into accoun
using off-diagonal matrix elements of the form

^v1, v2, v3, l , JuH /hcuv1, v2, v3, l 6 2, J&

5 1
4 @qv 2 qvJJ~ J 1 1! 1 qvJJJ

2~ J 1 1! 2 1 ql~l 6 1! 2#

3 $~v2 7 l !~v2 6 l 1 2!@ J~ J 1 1! 2 l ~l 6 1!#

3 @ J~ J 1 1! 2 ~l 6 1!~l 6 2!#% 1/ 2

[3]
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TABLE 2
Wavenumbers of Band Centers in cm21 for the Infrared Bands of
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and

^v1, v2, v3, l , JuH /hcuv1, v2, v3, l 6 4, J&

5 ~rv /16!$~v2 7 l !~v2 6 l 1 2!~v2 7 l 2 2!

3 ~v2 6 l 1 4!@ J~ J 1 1! 2 l ~l 6 1!#@ J~ J 1 1!

2 ~l 6 1!~l 6 2!#@ J~ J 1 1! 2 ~l 6 2!~l 6 3!#

3 @ J~ J 1 1! 2 ~l 6 3!~l 6 4!#% 1/ 2.

[4]

In Eq. [3] we give theql term which is equivalent to theqt
k

term described by Watson (5). For HCN thek and l quantum
numbers are the same. Although defined somewhat differ

H12C14N Used in

Copyright © 200
ly,

the ql term is equivalent to thep ll given in Ref. (2). In that
earlier work we tried to determine thep ll term from fits of the
qv terms forS andP states. In the present case thel -depen-

ence is built into the energy matrix which is where it re
elongs. The value ofql seems to be fairly well determin

although it is highly correlated withrv and both are sma
off-diagonal constants coupling levels whose separatio
many orders of magnitude larger than the coupling const
For P vibrational states the coefficient ofql is zero and so
does not affect the value ofqv for P states. Forv2 5 2 state
theql term cannot be distinguished from theqv term. Only for
the v2 . 2 states can we hope to determine a value forql . In
our fits we have used the same value ofql for all values ofv2.

Present Analysis
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TABLE 3
Wavenumbers of Band Centers in cm21 for the Infrared Bands of
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The value ofrv was even better determined thanql and so i
was possible to obtain a rough estimate of the vibrati
dependence ofrv.

In keeping with the notation used in our most recent p
(1), we report the energy levels in terms ofG0(v, l ), where
G0(0, 0) 5 0, but the observed band centers are given b

nc 5 Gc~v, l !9 2 Gc~v, l !0, [5]

here

Gc~v, l ! 5 G0~v, l ! 2 Bvl
2 2 Dvl

4 2 Hvl
6. [6]

ote that this definition ofGc(v, l ) is nearly the same as t
Gv given in Ref. (2).

In this analysis no vibrational resonances have been
lyzed and so such matrix elements have not been used
energy matrix. A single type of Coriolis interaction has b
found for these three isotopomers and was represented
off-diagonal matrix element

H13C14N Used in
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^v1, v2, v3, l , JuH /hcuv1, v2 1 3, v3 2 1, l 6 1, J&

5 @Wv 1 WvJJ~ J 1 1!#@ J~ J 1 1! 2 l ~l 6 1!# 1/ 2.
[7]

In our least-squares fit of the data for H13C14N we have
combined all the data available to us in a single fit that had
8200 measurements. Included in the fit were the rotat
transitions measured earlier (6–8). Each set of measuremen
or in some cases each measurement, was weighted b
inverse square of the measurement uncertainty. Many o
transitions were unresolved doublets and in those case
program fits the unresolved doublets to the average positi
the two transitions.

For the fits of the H12C14N and H12C15N data we include
most of our earlier infrared measurements (2, 3), but some
vibrational levels that were not involved in the high-temp
ture measurements were left out of the fit. A total of 12
measurements were included in the H12C14N least-squares
and 7800 measurements in the H12C15N fit.

The rovibrational constants that resulted from the fits
given in Tables 5–8. In certain cases the data were not e
sive enough to determine the values for some higher

Present Analysis
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Wavenumbers of Band Centers in cm21 for the Infrared Bands of
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constants. Those constants that are given in square br
were fixed at values extrapolated from the rovibrational de
dence of other vibrational states. We believe that such ex
olated values are better than fixing the constants at
arbitrary value such as zero.

NEW RESONANCES THAT HAVE BEEN FOUND

Coriolis Resonances

For H12C14N and H12C15N it has previously been shown th
there is a Coriolis interaction that couples levels such as11
and 0400, or 0201 and 051e0. That interaction is represented
the matrix element given above in Eq. [7]. Tables 5 and
Ref. (2) give a good description of the Coriolis perturbati
found for H12C14N and H12C15N. The present measureme
give constants that are only slightly different, always within
uncertainty of the constants. A few new level crossings
been identified and those are given in Table 9. As was do

Present Analysis

14
.

Academic Press
H12C15N Used in the
FIG. 1. The emission spectrum near the center of the band for H12C14N.
ote the weak self-absorption lines directed downward between 712 an
m21. The first lines of severalQ branches are indicated at the top of the fig

Copyright © 200
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72 MAKI ET AL.
Table 5 of Ref. (2), the third column of Table 9 gives the act
(or perturbed) separation of the interacting levels at the c
ing point.

The same Coriolis interaction has now been observe
affect levels of H13C14N beginning with the levels 0510 and
0221. Table 9 shows the perturbations that have been obs
for H13C14N. In most cases only a single perturbation cons
Wv, could be determined for the coupling between a given
of states. However, the three resonances observed betwe

FIG. 2. The emission spectrum of theR-branch region for H12C14N. T
031e1–0201–0201 R(42); 3, 010100–0990 R(27) and 0990–0880 R(28)
022e0–011e0 R(32); 8, 055f0–044f0 R(32); and 9, 031e0–0200 R(41).

FIG. 3. The emission spectrum of H12C15N showing the region of the 06

series is indicated at the top of the plot. The stronger lines have been
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6n2 and 3n2 1 n3 states are not fit very well with a sing
interaction constant,Wv. Instead, we added theJ-dependen
constant,WvJ, given in Eq. [7]. In Table 9 we have given t
effective interaction constant at theJ value for each of the thre
crossing points.

The interaction constants coupling equivalent states in
ferent isotopomers have similar values, at least in some c
On the other hand, the constants coupling different vibrat
states are often quite different. Some of that difference ma

numbered lines have been identified as follows: 1, 055e1–044e1 R(33); 2,
, 075e0–064e0 R(35); 5, 022e1–011e1 R(33); 6, 033e1–022e1 R(36); 7,

550, 0770–0660, and 0880–0770 Q branches. The first line of eachQ-branch
cated so that the weaker lines may be seen more easily.
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TABLE 5
Rovibrational Constants in cm21 for H12C14N after Correcting for l-Type Resonance
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a normal vibrational dependence, but other factors ma
involved.

Vibrational Resonances

There is another accidental crossing of energy levels
occurs in both H12C14N and H13C14N. In the former case th
022e2 level is crossed by the 082e0 level atJ 5 28 and in the
atter case the 0202 and 0800 levels cross as well as the 0222
and 0820 levels. This latter case will be discussed first.

Copyright © 200
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According to the constants given in Table 10, the 002
ibrational level for H13C14N is only about 6.7 cm21 above the

0800 level. The lower level has a largerB-value and so mu
overtake and cross the 0202 level betweenJ 5 12 andJ 5 14.
n fact we estimate that theJ 5 13 levels are only abo
.01 6 0.10 cm21 apart. Since the two levels have the sa

symmetry, a vibrational resonance between them is pos
with a direct resonance constant due to thek22222233term in the

otential function. Other scenarios for the perturbation c
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TABLE 6
Rovibrational Constants in cm21 for H12C15N after Correcting for l-Type Resonance
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be found involving more indirect perturbations opera
through larger potential constants but between more d
levels.

We have only one measurement of theJ 5 13 level for
0800 and it does not seem to be displaced from its expe
position, nor do the adjoining rotational levels. It can als
shown that the 0222 levels are crossed by the 0820 levels

ith the J 5 10 level of 022e2 being 0.276 0.15 cm21

above that of the 082e0 level and theJ 5 11 level of 022f2

Copyright © 200
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being 0.216 0.15 cm21 below that of 082f0, although non
of these levels have been observed. Other levels ar
pected to be more distant.

The crossing of the 022e2 and 082e0 levels of H12C14N also
seems not to result in any perturbation of the levels. We
tried to use a vibrational perturbation matrix element in
analysis of the measurements for those two states an
constant cannot be determined, but it must be small. In
case, however, the relevant levels of the two states are a

Academic Press



TABLE 7
Rovibrational Constants in cm21 for H13C14N after Correcting for l-Type Resonance
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0.0005 cm21. That is not surprising because such a high-
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TABLE 8
l-Type Resonance Constants in cm21
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separated by more than 0.9 cm21, so a weak interaction wou
be difficult to detect.

These measurements indicate that these vibrationa

for H12C14N, H12C15N, and H13C14N

Copyright © 200
er-

order potential constant should be quite small and
indirect resonance mechanism also would be expecte
have a small effect. It does show, however, that the no
rules for interactions still seem to be effective as we
higher in the potential function. In a collision-free envir
ment there is very little mixing of the high bending sta
with nearby states containing some degree of stretc
motion, even when they have the same symmetry.

VIBRATIONAL DEPENDENCE OF THE CONSTANTS

To extend our ability to calculate term values for hig
bending states, we have included the present measurem
a new least-squares fit of the various constants given in T
5–8 to determine the best constants for the usual power
expansion in the vibrational quantum numbers and the q
tum number for vibrational angular momentum,l . The vibra-
tional term values were fit to the equation:

G0~v, l ! 1 G~0, 0!

5 O v i~v i 1 di/ 2! 1 OO xij~v i 1 di/ 2!~v j 1 dj/ 2!

1 g22l
2 1 OOO yijk~v i 1 di/ 2!~v j 1 dj/ 2!

3 ~vk 1 dk/ 2! 1 O yill ~v i 1 di/ 2!l 2

1 OOOO zijkh~v i 1 di/ 2!~v j 1 dj/ 2!~vk 1 dk/ 2!

3 ~vh 1 dh/ 2! 1 · · ·.

[8]

TABLE 9
New Coriolis Interactions Found for

H12C14N, H13C14N, and H12C15N
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TABLE 10
Constants in cm21 for the Vibrational Energy Levels of Four Isotopomers of HCN
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Here since we have definedG0(0, 0) equal to zero, thenG(0,
0) represents the zero-point vibrational energy. In this an
following equations the sums are over all values of the
script from 1 to 3 except thath $ k $ j $ i and the
degeneracy is given byd1 5 d3 5 1 and d2 5 2. These
onstants are given in Table 10. In Tables 10–13 we also

Copyright © 200
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constants for H13C15N based on some preliminary measu-
ments. A more complete summary of data for H13C15N based
on both absorption and emission spectra will be publi
when the analysis of the emission spectrum is completed

The usual expression for the rotational constants was us
determine the constants given in Table 11:
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TABLE 11
Rotational Constants in cm21 3 1023 for Four Isotopomers of HCN
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Bv 5 Be 2 O a i~v i 1 di/ 2! 1 OO g ij~v i 1 di/ 2!

3 ~v j 1 dj/ 2! 1 g ll l
2 1 OOO g ijk~v i 1 di/ 2!

3 ~v j 1 dj/ 2!~vk 1 dk/ 2! 1 O g ill ~v i 1 di/ 2!l 2

1 g2222~v2 1 1! 4 1 g2223~v2 1 1! 3~v3 1 1/ 2!

1 g11ll~v1 1 1/ 2! 2l 2 1 g22ll~v2 1 1! 2l 2

1 g13ll~v1 1 1/ 2!~v3 1 1/ 2!l 2

1 g23ll~v2 1 1!~v3 1 1/ 2!l 2 1 g llll l
4.

[9]

The centrifugal distortion constants given in Table 12 w
based on fits to the expressions

Dv 5 De 1 O b i~v i 1 di/ 2! 1 OO b ij~v i 1 di/ 2!

3 ~v j 1 dj/ 2! 1 b ll l
2 1 O b ill ~v i 1 di/ 2!l 2

[10]

and

Copyright © 200
e

Hv 5 He 1 O e i~v i 1 di/ 2! 1 e22~v2 1 1! 2 1 e ll l
2. [11]

The l -type resonance constants were expanded in a s
manner,

qv 5 qe 1 O qi~v i 1 di/ 2! 1 OO qij~v i 1 di/ 2!

3 ~v j 1 dj/ 2! 1 q222~v2 1 1! 3
[12]

nd

qvJ 5 qeJ 1 O qiJ~v i 1 di/ 2!

1 OO qijJ~v i 1 di/ 2!~v j 1 dj/ 2!.
[13]

As can be seen in Table 8, there were very few measurem
of qvJJ andrv so those measurements were fit to an abbrev
power series

Academic Press
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TABLE 12
Centrifugal Distortion Constants in cm21 for
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qvJJ 5 q*JJ 1 q2JJ~v2 1 1! 1 q3JJ~v3 1 1/ 2! [14]

and

rv 5 r* 1 r2~v2 1 1! 1 r3~v3 1 1/ 2!. [15]

Those expansion constants are given in Table 13.

EQUILIBRIUM INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCES

We now have enough data to calculate the equilib
internuclear distances, accurate through all of the quad
rotational constants and many of the cubic constants, for
using eight different isotopomers. Table 11 gives the valu
the rotational constants, includingBe, for the isotopomer
H12C14N, H13C14N, H12C15N, and H13C15N. The Be values fo
the deuterated species are given at the bottom of Tabl
These are slightly different from the values given in Ref.1)
because of a computational error that affects only theBe values
in that paper. Until now, the most accurate experimenta
termination of the equilibrium internuclear distances for H
was given by Winnewisseret al. (6) based on theBe values fo
only two isotopomers, H12C14N and D12C14N. That earlier work
used a i and g ij constants that were not as accurate as

resent values, and for DCN they were significantly differ
Table 11 shows that in most cases the constants fo

ifferent isotopomers have nearly the same value. This en
ged us to fix those constants that could not be determine
certain isotopomer to the value found for a different is

omer. Thus we were able to use the same model for m

Four Isotopomers of HCN
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the isotopic shift was too large. Instead, we concentrate
trying to get as many of the same constants as possible, a
transferring between DCN isotopomers those constants
could only be determined for one or two isotopomers.

In Fig. 4 we give eight lines or curves each of wh
represents the family of internuclear distances that is com
ible with theBe value for one isotopomer of HCN (or DCN
The crossing points of these lines represent the equilib
distances for each pair of isotopicBe values given in Table 1
The four less steeply inclined lines (the dashed lines) ar
the deuterated species and the figure shows that their cro
with the more steeply inclined HCN lines gives the best d
nition of the internuclear distances. The four DCN lines
well as the HCN lines) are so nearly parallel that small e
in the Be values can make a large difference in the cros
point and so the internuclear distances are poorly defined
that reason, one should concentrate attention only on th
ternuclear distances set off by lines in the lower left-h
corner of the matrix of values given in Table 14. If we use
spread in the internuclear distances as an indication o
uncertainty, the unweighted average distances in HCN
r e(CH) 5 (1.065 1126 0.000 048)3 1028 cm andr e(CN) 5
(1.153 2836 0.000 011)3 1028 cm. These distances are ba
on unified atomic mass units and other constants all of w
are given in Ref. (9). The differences shown in Table 14
within the range of differences expected to arise from ina
racies in both the data and the model. Carteret al. (10) used
variational calculations to make theB0–Be correction. Thei
values for the equilibrium bond lengths are so close to
values that the uncertainties nearly overlap.

The closeness of the earlier internuclear distances t
present values shows that small differences in the models
to calculate theB0 to Be correction are not very important wh
light atom substitutions are used. They are, however,
important for heavy atom substitutions. The heavy atom
stitutions for DCN show a wider range of internuclear dista
solutions than the heavy atom substitutions for HCN, prim
because the data for HCN are more extensive and more
rate, hence the model for calculating theB0 to Be correction
includes more of the higher order terms and gives a m
accurate value forBe. One is tempted to suggest that the he
atom substitution for the hydrogen-containing isotopom
gives equilibrium distances that are larger for the CH sep
tion and smaller for the CN separation than the light a
substitutions. However, the uncertainties are large enou
cast doubt on that conclusion.

DISCUSSION

The present results show rather remarkable agreemen
the calculated constants given in square brackets in Tab
and 4 of our earlier paper (2). For thev2 5 7 states the large

ifference between our estimatedGc and the present measu-
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TABLE 13
The Vibrational Expansion Coefficients in cm21 for the l-Type Resonance Constants
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0 by
ment was 0.022 cm21, for the 0770 state. The rotational ter
values were in equally good agreement.

The present measurements give data for 20 more vibra
energy levels involving the bending mode of H12C14N and ye
only a few more constants were needed to produce a fi
was nearly as good as that given in Ref. (2). This seems t
indicate that the bending vibration is well behaved, whic
perhaps not surprising since the Coriolis interactions are
weak and do not affect the band centers. The bending l
with large l -values are too far from other levels with the sa
symmetry to provide much opportunity for significant vib
tional resonance interactions, therefore resonances are
likely to affect the levels with the least vibrational angu
momentum. Those problems that do occur in fitting the vi

for Four Isoto
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tional and rotational constants to Eqs. [8] and [9] are prob
related to the Fermi resonances that have been ignored.

Tables 10–13 show that the heavy atom isotope shift
most of the constants are not very large. Consequently, on
transfer from one isotope to another those constants that
not been measured and still have confidence that calcu
transitions will not be greatly in error provided one is not try
to extrapolate too far outside the range of measurements
force-field calculations of Strey and Mills (11) and Nakagaw
and Morino (12) are in good agreement with our measurem
for the shifts in the lowest order vibrational and rotatio
constants.

Even thoughrv andql are highly correlated, we still fin
reasonably good agreement between the values found f

ers of HCN
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TABLE 14
Equilibrium Internuclear Distancesa from Be Values for Different Pairs of Isotopomers
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0 by
different isotopomers. Because of the correlation, it is
certain that the isotopic differences are real. One m
remark that this work seems to give larger values forrv than
our earlier paper, Ref. (2). However, ifql is set to zero, the
the values found forrv are close to the values found earl
The dependence of therv terms onv2 is roughly the same fo
all three isotopomers and probably includes some cont
tion from ql which was constrained to have no vibratio
dependence.

The relative signs ofql andrv are determined by the fit
the measurements, but the absolute signs depend on the
lute sign ofqv. Since we have arbitrarily used a positive s
for qv, then ql must have a positive sign andrv must be

FIG. 4. Plot of the equilibrium internuclear distances in angstrom u
(10210 m) compatible with theBe values for four isotopomers each of HCN a
DCN. The solid lines are for HCN and the dashed lines are for DCN.
crossing points for the lines are given in Table 14.
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negative. Yamada (13) has given a detailed description of h
the phase choices affect the sign ofqv. Watson (5) gave
formulas based on rotational-type contributions in which
showed that ifql is positive andqvJ is positive, thenql should
be smaller thanqvJ. On the contrary, we find thatql is abou
100 times larger thanqvJ. Perhaps there are some vibration
type contributions that are much larger. On the other hand
proper analysis were performed with the Fermi resona
taken into account, then the constants might be quite diffe

It is somewhat surprising that the power series for theD v

terms fit so poorly for the H12C14N species. Even theD v terms
for the 030 and 040 states are poorly fit, although the fit o
spectroscopic measurements is very good. Table 12 show
a few constants found for H12C14N are quite different from
those for H13C14N and H12C15N, even the signs of theb ll terms

re different. At first it was believed that the difference was
o the inclusion of data for more of the higher stretching st
o test that possibility we tried a fit in which the only data u
ere for vibrational states observed in both H12C14N and

H13C14N. That fit gave nearly the same constants as give
Table 12 and again the standard deviation of the fit for H12C14N

as quite poor. Since the centrifugal distortion terms
ensitive to weak interactions, the poor fit of the H12C14N

centrifugal distortion terms may be due to interactions
were not taken into account in our analysis, especially
possibility of Fermi resonance.

There are surprisingly large vibrational (orl -dependen
shifts for some of the higher order constants such asH v and
qvJ. For example,Bv changes by less than 2% asl change
from 1 to 9 with no change in the vibrational quantum n
bers, whileH v changes by more than a factor of 10.

s

e
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An extensive listing of the data used in the least-squ
analysis is available from the authors in the form of a disk
containingASCII files for Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3. The
files are also available as supplementary data on the jo
home page (http://www.academicpress.com/jms).
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